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Stress-resultants along meridians for several selected adsymmetrical 
shells of revolution loaded syxmnetrically along free edges or with ovn 
weight are reported, The shel ls  cansidered include the ones w i t h  zero, 
solations for shells of negative Gaussian curvature appears to be novel, 
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Introduction 
' -  Because of the great importance of the problem, stress perturbation 
in  axisymmetrid shells of revolution caused by constraints or the 
application of edge loads receivedmuch attention frcPn the investigators, 
%is subject is disctimed in all  classical texts(19293y4), For shells of 
revolution of zero and positive Gaussian curvature, the available trea4aaen-t 
of this topic is zather cmplete, although some numerical difficulties 
may be encountered in the solution of practical problems. For shells of 
negative Gaussian curvature, however, one finds only solutions based on 
the assumption of membrane action, 
E' memb3lane bebeor i s  assmed f o r  a shell  w i t l t  negative Gaussian 
C U I - ~ ~ ,  +de g ~ ~ r z z  A&?.iffere~%lsl eqcaticm =re of Qperbolic type (3,491, 
This would indicate direct propagation of edge stresses to the interior,(3) and 
raises the question of the basic stabil i ty of such  structure^'^), 
behavior of structures having negative Gaussian curvature, hovever, is quite 
The real 
II_- 
different. Eiozzles of j e t  engines, chimneys for  blast furnaces, water 
tarers, and roof domes have been built as one-sheet hyperboloids a d  have 
performed satisfactorily. Approximation of such shells by a membrane is 
m u s t i c  and a more accurate theory must be used i n  the solution of such 
Formalmathematicsl difficulties prevent the solution of the bending 
pmblem for  shells of negative Wussian curvature. 
accurate method (5 '6)  for most pmcfical purposes based on finite elements 
is capable of yielding the needed information. 
However, a sufficiently 
-.- - 
In this method any sxisynmetrical 
she l l  of arbitrary meridian is approximated by a sequence of short conical or 
cyliadrical r ing elements. 
elements are developed f r o m  known complete solutions of conical and cyliadrical 
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The stiffness o r  f lexibi l i ty  matrices of the - 
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shells. The geometrical sbape of  the shell  defines the force-trsnsfornrstion 
and displacement-traasformstionmatrices. @on application of a s e t  of loads 
a t  the joints of the element assemblage, the displacement of the joints, 
and then the dlsplscements and internal forces at  the edges of the elements 
can be determined using the displa-t method of structrtral -lysis. 
the basic edge forces in the conical o r  cylindrical elements are found, other 
internal (hoc@) forces and disphcernents can be obtained fruu known shel l  
solutions. subdividlpg a shell into numerous conical elements, solutions 
After - 7- - 
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w i t h  high degree of accuracy can be achieved. 
Shells Analyzed 
For the purposes of comparison four shells having the geametry shown 
Shell A having a height of 100.3695 in., ends of 70 in. diameter, and 
meridian8 of 75 SS, radius is a shell of positive Gaussian curvature. SheUs 
B, C, and D are one-sheet byperboloids of negative Gaussian curvature. Shell 
B has similar d3mensions to shell A except that the center for  the m e r i d i d  
curvature is  extern1 to the shel l  itself. Shell C's meridian is ccmtposed 
of two circulru. arcs. In s h e l l  D, which is similar to shell  C, a flat cone 
is added a t  the top. 
All she l l s  were assuned fixed at the bottom and free a t  the top. With 
the exceptian of shel l  B, the w a l l  thichess wa8 taken as 0.5 in., un i t  weight 
2 was assmed to  be 0.05 lbs./in. 
taken as 0.5 in., L O  in., 2.0 in., and 4.0 in. 
ass\;oned 88 E = 1O7 psi, and Poisson's ratio v =  0.2. 
For shell  B the thickness w a s  variously 
The elastic modulus waa 
The nunber of f in i te  
elements wed i n  each case is noted by the figures. 
Altogether four different types of loadings were considered. !Three 
edge loadings included a ring moment, a ring horizontal force, and a riag 
vertical load Shell's own w e i g h t  provided the fourth type of loading. 
In Fig. 2 are plotted the meridi-1 mcppents caused the application 
of a ring m m t  of 4 O O O  in.-lb./in. .f;o five different shells. 
classical and the finite element solrrtiOn yie-d Virtually identics1 restllts 
fo r  the cylindrical. she& 
molllept for  this case is readily recopized. For shell  A an slpalogous varia- 
t ion of IMlIpept is observed. Significantly, similsr pattern of drroliped manent 
can be noted for  shells B,C, and D of negative *ussian caroatme, Ln shel l  
B nothing unusual by caparison with a shell of positive Gaussian curvatum 
o c c m  as its thickness is varied, In she l l  D an extened regia of almost 
constant xeridhxal. moment near the free end is not very different fram what 
ixis firids ii~ fUli p3aAes subjected %a a conszant e6ge moment, 
Both the 
The chsracteristic vsristion in the neridianal 
'phe variatdon of' the meridisnalntoments due to horizontal ring force 
of 1,ooO lb./fn- for shells A,B, and C is shown i n  Fig. 3. 
to  note that in shells A and. B the induced meridianal ament damps out in  
about the same mannerr 
It is inkeresting 
A series of diagrams i n  Fig. 4 shows the variation in  the stress- 
resultants caused ly the vertical ring force of l,OW lb,/in. f o r  she- A 
and 3. 
meridiazal stress-resultants 2$, which behaxe as would be expected, the 
Again it i 6  noteworthy that with the exception of the in-plane 
corresponding cases are very sinilar. A small discrepamy i n  the values of 
occurs depending on whether the i-th or  the j-th end of the conical element 
is considered; i n  the plot 
In Fig. 5 curpes analogous to  the above are shown for  shell C. 
based on the i - t h  end of the cones is shown, 
In pig. 6 the meridianal mments caused by shel l ' s  own weight are plotted, 
As far as the fhxite element solution is concerned, the complexity of the 
structure and of the loading may be further increased provided mal spmetry 
is preserved 
method employed. 
This example illns.trates the comprehensive character of the 
I 
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conclnsions 
Based an the study of the above solutFons for several special cases, 
some important general conclusions be reached.. The most important one 
is that regardl~tes of the sign of the sheU's Gaussian c m t u m ,  edge 
for the same Gaussian curvature regardless of sign. 
this phenomenon all also occur for  Msymmetricsl loadin@. 
One msy sumise that 
Finally, 
membra,ne solutions for shells of negative Gaussian curvature csn be 
particularly misleading. 
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